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ACT!

1.1 SlipS

playing with children

reading interesting stories

cheering people up

doing some gardening on a nice sunny day

spending your time with dogs

decorating a room

upgrading a bike, motorbike or computer

cooking

playing board games or card games

doing shopping

planning and throwing parties

making trips

helping other people

playing music

talking to people

reading a newspaper or a magazine
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1.2 WorkSheet

it’s our World, Too!: young People Who Are Making a difference    by Phillip hoose  
 

http://www.amazon.com/Its-Our-World-Too-Difference/dp/0316372455

It’s Our World, Too! was written over ten years ago, but it still proves that young people have 
the power and ability to change the world when they put their minds and hearts to it. Below 
you’ll find eight of the twelve true stories in the book listed. Read the list, and then listen to two 
short radio plays based on two of the true stories. Tick the ones you think the radio dramas are 
about. 

dwaina Brooks: A fifth-grader feeds the homeless people of Dallas, Texas.
 
Beni Seballos: A California teenager fights her fear and learns to help elderly patients with 
serious illnesses.
 
Founders of the Children’s rain Forest:  Swedish elementary school children start a movement 
to buy, and this way preserve parts of the rain forest in Costa Rica.
 
Joel rubin: A Maine teenager takes on the Heinz Company and wins their agreement to only 
buy tuna caught in nets that do not trap dolphins (dolphin-safe tuna).
 
linda Warsaw and Kids Against Crime: A California girl starts Kids Against Crime, an 
organisation that teaches hundreds of children and adults how to protect themselves against 
criminals.
 
Neto Villareal and Andy Percifield: A young football star and a student leader work together 
to stand up to racist fans.
 
Justin lebo: A New Jersey boy rebuilds bikes and gives them away to poor kids.
 
The Children’s Statue for Peace: Hundreds of New Mexico kids set out to build a statue for 
peace in the birthplace of the atomic bomb in Los Alamos.
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1.2 recording 

Script

Story One:

Narrator: Outside a homeless shelter and soup kitchen 
Dwaina: What do you need?
Homeless man: A house and a job.
Dwaina: Well, I can’t give you that. I don’t have a job either. Don’t you need anything else? 

Homeless man: Yeah, I would love a really good meal again.
Dwaina: Well, I can cook!

Narrator: At home
Dwaina: Mama, I need you to help me fix some stuff to take down to the shelter.  Let’s make up 

as much as we can.  Sandwiches and chicken.  Let’s get everyone to do it.  C’mon.
Dwaina’s Mother: Make food for the homeless?  Well, why not?  Shall we do it on Friday 

night? We need to buy things first and ask other people to help us, too. Also, on 
Friday we can stay up late. 

Dwaina: How much money do you think we can spend?
Dwaina’s Mother: 50 dollars perhaps.
Dwaina: Sixty! Here’s my lunch money, too. How many meals will it be enough for?
Dwaina’s Mother: I don’t know. We’ll have to spend it really smart.

Narrator: At the baker’s
Dwaina’s Mother: Look, they sell day-old bread for really cheap.
Dwaina: Mama, do you think anyone at the shelter will really eat day-old bread?
Dwaina’s Mother: We eat it.
Dwaina: If it doesn’t kill us, it won’t kill them. How much shall we get then?
Dwaina’s Mother: Let’s get six big loaves.
Dwaina to the baker: Six big loaves of day-old bread, please.
Baker: There you go. $1.78, please. It seems you are having a big party this weekend.
Dwaina: Sort of. We are making food for the people in the homeless shelter.
Baker: Have you got anything to carry the food in? I could give you twenty boxes free.
Dwaina: That would help a lot. Thanks a million.
Baker: My pleasure.

Narrator: On Friday afternoon after school at home
Dwaina: Hi, Mama. I’m home! Let’s get started! Wow, where are these big packets of crisps and 

jars of mayonnaise from?
Dwaina’s mother: Your Auntie and Uncle brought them. Your sisters also offered to help us.
Dwaina: That’s great! Stephanie, Crystal, let’s start!
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1.2 recording (cont.)

Stephanie: Pirate Stephanie reporting for work.
Dwaina: We could make something like an assembly line. 
Dwaina’s mother: Great idea! I will cut he bread. Dwaina, you could put meat on open slices of 

bread and cover them with mayo.  Crystal, can you wrap the sandwiches and put them 
in the sacks?

Crystal: Sure, Mama.
Stephanie: How about me then? Shall I sit down and watch tv?
Dwaina’s mother: I though you could cook the chicken.
Stephanie: OK. Let me face those birds. Shall we have some music on?
All three: Yes!

Narrator: Soon many more people came to help and the little kitchen made as many as 300 
meals for the homeless a day.

Story two:

Narrator: At a garage sale.
Justin: I think I’ll buy that one, Mom.
Justin’s Mother: Come on, you have already fixed up two bikes and you have never used them. 

What are you going to do with all those bikes?
Justin: I don’t know but I love fixing up bikes and I managed to talk the owner down to $ 6. 50. 

That’s nothing for a BMX.

Narrator: At home
Justin on the phone: Hello, Kilbarchan Home for Boys? This is Justin Lebo. Can I talk to the 

director, please? Oh, hello. This is Justin Lebo. I’ve called because I have two bicycles 
I don’t need. I thought I could give them to the boys in the Home. Would that be 
possible? Great! We’ll bring them tomorrow afternoon. Thank you. Bye-bye.

Narrator: At the Kilbarchan Home for Boys
Justin: Here are the bikes.
Boys: Wow! They look great. Can we use them?
Justin: Sure. Go ahead.
Boys: Thanks!
Boys: Ok. Let’s take turns. 10 minutes for everyone on both. Can I be first? I’m second!
Justin: They seem so happy.
Justin’s Mother: They do. Good job. Shall we go?
Justin: All right.
One of the boys: Wait a minute! You forgot your bikes.
Justin: No, no. They’re for you. We’ve brought them for you!
Boy: That’s cool! Thank you. They leave them here. They’re for us! 
Boys: kicsit messzebbről kiabálják Cool! Great! Thanks! Can I be next?
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1.2 recording (cont.)

Narrator: In the car
Justin: Mom, I’ve got an idea. I’m going to make a bike for every boy at Kilbarchan for 

Christmas.
Justin’s Mother: That’s nineteen more bikes! Almost a bike a week! 
Justin: I think I can manage that. The summer holiday will start very soon. 
Justin’s Mother: How many old bikes do you need to make one renewed bike?
Justin: Usually about three. I’ll need to buy a lot of bikes… I will use my pocket money to 

buy the old bikes but I think it is not going to be enough…. Mom, could Dad and you 
match every dollar I use from my pocket money for buying bikes?

Justin’s Mother: I’m sure Dad will agree to that. If you offer a dollar, we’ll offer a dollar, too. If 
you offer two dollars, we’ll offer two dollars, too.

Narrator: At home
Journalist on the phone: Yes, that’s right. One of your neighbours wrote a letter to our newspaper, 

this is how we heard about you. We thought it could help you if we wrote about your 
bike project and also could say you need money and old bikes. We could print your 
home phone number in the paper, too. 

Justin: Thanks a lot. It may help. My phone number is …

Narrator: At home, the day after the article was published in the local paper.
Justin: It must be the hundredth call. Hello? …. Speaking…  Yes, it’ll be fine if you bring it 

tomorrow…. Yes, many thanks. Bye. I think we have more than enough old bikes now!

Narrator: A week before Christmas, all the nineteen bikes arrived at the Kilbarchan Home for 
Boys. In four years, before he turned 15, our hero made 150 to 200 bikes. He made 
bikes for children without parents, women beaten by their husbands and young children 
with AIDS.
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1.3 liStening taSk

 listen to the radio dramas about dwaina and Justin again and 
match the numbers to the things below.

a) 20 1 The money Dwaina had to make the first meals 

b) 300 2 The number of sisters Dwaina has

c) 19 3 The money Dwaina offered from her lunch money to make the 
first meals

d) $ 60  4 The number of meals Dwaina’s kitchen can make

e) $1.78 5 The price of an old bicycle

f) 150 to 200 6 This is what they paid at the baker’s

g) 6 7 The number of boxes the baker gave them

h) $ 10 8 The number of loaves of bread they bought

i) 2 9 The number of bikes Justin made for Christmas

j) 2 10 The number of bikes Justin made in four years

k) $ 6. 50 11 The number of bikes Justin made first
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1.4 WorkSheet

 read the following article about caS, an extracurricular programme 
that is available in some high schools. Some parts of the text have 
been removed. You must complete the text by matching the numbers 
with the correct letters. there is one example (0) for you. there is a 
letter which you will not need. 

CAS – Creativity, Action, Service

Motto: “There is more in you than you think” (Kurt Hahn)

If you’re taking part in an International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma programme in a secondary 
school to get an internationally accepted degree before you apply for college or university, the 
CAS programme is one of the requirements you need to fulfil. 
CAS stands for Creativity, Action and Service, and the idea behind it is that there is more in life 
than just learning, (0)________. So in order to get your diploma, you must prove that you have 
spent 150 hours doing things related not to learning, but to creativity, action and service. 
Creativity can be anything related to arts, but because you need to do something actively, (1) 
___________. Performing in a school play or at a concert, or designing your school’s Easter 
decoration are all very good ways to earn points for Creativity. Alternatively, you can get points 
for the creativity that you show (2) _________.
Action usually means doing individual and team sports, (3) __________.
Service, the most important component of the programme, is about helping the community 
that students live in, (4) ___________. For instance, students can spend an afternoon in an 
old people’s home, or help clean the garden of a nursery, (5) ____________. Another very 
popular programme is visiting a dog shelter (6) _____________. Sometimes students enjoy 
these programmes so much (7) __________. Therefore, the programme has been adopted by 
some high schools who do not run the IB Diploma programme itself.

A) or visit children in hospital and cheer then up with a little show.
B) when you invent and carry out service projects.
C) that they become actively involved in voluntary work or youth service.
D) an idea you will probably agree with. 
E) especially children, the elderly, or people in need.
F) particularly if the weather is nice.
G) simply watching an exhibition will not earn you any points.
H) and taking the animals for a walk or simply playing with them for a few hours.
I) but it also includes taking part in exhibitions.

0) D
1) 
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
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1.5.a WorkSheet

Your school decides to adopt the CAS programme. Here is a list of the organizations you can do 
voluntary service for, together with the kind of activities you can do for each organization. 

 tick three activities you would be most interested in.  

Saint Rupert’s Hospital
- playing cards with sick children
- cleaning the garden

Rex Dog Shelter
- taking the dogs for a walk
- helping with cleaning the kennels

Twilight Old People’s home
- organizing a Christmas show for the residents
- doing the shopping for the residents

your school
- painting the walls on the corridors
- making posters about school festivals and events

Bird Watch Hungary
- going on a day trip and making notes about each bird you see
- constructing bird houses out of wood

your local nursery
- playing with children who come from disadvantaged families
- reading stories to the children

a local primary school
- talking to children about what life in the high school is like
- help pupils with their homework

 now write some arguments to get people to go with you to provide 
those services. 

Think of 
•	 usefulness
•	 difficulty/responsibility
•	 fun
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1.5.B deBating practice WorkSheet

 Write counter-arguments to the arguments in the table below. 
then add some of your own arguments.

Motion: voluntary work should be made one of the requirements in secondary schools in 
hungary.

For AgAinST

It prepares students for life.

Compulsory unpaid work is slavery.

In some countries it looks good on your CV 
if you are looking for a job.

Everybody receives a lot of help in their lives. 
You also need to give. This is how it is fair.

Voluntary work cannot be compulsory. 
These are contradictions.

You become a better person through helping 
others.

It takes away precious time from studying.

It is bad for the institutions to have untrained 
people work for them.
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1.6 WorkSheet

volunTeer vACATionS

 i. taSk: Use the information below and on the internet.

 1. Find out what ‘volunteer vacation’ means. 

 2. On the Internet, find some volunteer holiday options you would 
be interested to go on. print these out or take notes of them. do not 
forget to put down the links to the pages where you found them.

 ii. inForMation

A volunteer’s report

Our vacation time is valuable. Why not make this time a memorable one? You can lie in the sun 
and gain 10 pounds any time, but what about doing something good for the soul? Like spending 
your vacation as a volunteer? 

You can teach English in Thailand, track elephants in Africa, or build houses in Nepal. You 
can go nearly anywhere you want in the world. My mother told me stories about the Spanish 
Gypsies, which made me very interested in their life and culture. I went to Macedonia for six 
months to teach English and computer skills in a Gypsy village through an organization called 
Balkan Sunflowers www.balkansunflowers.org, learned the language, studied the culture, and 
had a chance to try and give something back. 

Being confronted with the brutal side of poverty can be hard. Volunteering is definitely not a 
Ritz Carlton vacation, and if you absolutely can’t do without your hair dryer, then this is not 
an option for you. Expect to live at the local standards. This could mean no running water, or 
sleeping with eight other people on the floor. 

Adapted from Melissa Schulz, volunteer vacationer

http://www.transitionsabroad.com/publications/magazine/0209/the_useful_vacation.shtml

To read more volunteers’ report go to 
http://www.transitionsabroad.com/listings/work/volunteer/index.shtml#VolunteerWorkAbroad
ParticipantReports
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1.6 WorkSheet (cont.)

Compensation / fees 

Most volunteer vacations will actually cost you money. Why? Because volunteers are asked 
to pay for their own travel expenses, their accommodation and the agency’s fee. Volunteer 
vacation program fees range from $50 to $3,000+.

Volunteer vacation program fees are relatively small when accommodation is “basic”, such as 
a tent in a national park, and when volunteers prepare their own meals. At the other extreme, 
program fees charged by organizations such as Global Volunteers can be as high as a few 
thousand dollars. But, in return for higher fees comes the comfort and safety you pay for. As 
well, Global Volunteers will use part of your program fee to pay for supplies donated to the 
hospital, school, or community being served. 

http://www.globalvolunteers.org/

research tips

 1 think of your interests, or places you want to go. go to 
these websites and check areas of work and locations that would 
interest you. 

http://www.transitionsabroad.com/listings/work/volunteer/index.shtml
http://www.universalgiving.org/volunteer
http://www.globalvolunteers.org/
http://www.cheaptickets.com/App/PerformMDLPDealsContent?deal_id=volunteer&cnt=OVI
http://www.charityguide.org/volunteer/vacations.htm
http://www.americanhiking.org/events/vv/index.html
http://www.justgive.org/html/ways/vacations.html
http://www.volunteerinternational.org/

OR: Type “volunteer vacation” in a search engine 

 2 When you have found the volunteer vacation possibility you like 
best, make notes on the following:

•	 Location
•	 Institution
•	 Work
•	 Minimum age of volunteers
•	 Duration
•	 Fees
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2.1 VolUnteer holidaY optionS 

Work with marine turtles in Costa rica

dates:  Flexible dates available. Duration: 2 to 12 weeks 
Focus Areas:  Environment

description 
The Global Volunteer Network currently has opportunities to work in turtle rescue projects along 
Costa Rica’s Pacific coast. Volunteers will work with Baula Turtles between November and 
February and Olive Ridley Turtles between July and October. The Baula Turtle is a subspecies 
of the Leatherback Turtle, the biggest marine turtle in the world, weighing as much as 1,900 
pounds and reaching nine feet long. Their name is indicative of their backs, which are actually 
not a shell but pliable thick leather like skin. The Olive Ridley or ‘Lora’ or Carpintera is the 
smallest of its species, weighing in at 75 pounds and measuring only 2 feet. 
 

Cost details 
Global Volunteer Network – Application Fee: US $350.00. The application fee covers 
administration, marketing, program information, and communication. (This fee is paid to us 
before you leave for Costa Rica.) Costa Rica Program Fee: * Cost for 2 weeks will be US 
$693.00. * Cost for 3 weeks will be US $798.00. * Cost for 4 weeks will be US $903.00. (2 
projects: US $1003.00) * Cost for 5 weeks will be US $1 108.00. * Cost for 6 weeks will be US 
$1 213.00. * Cost for 8 weeks will be US $1 423.00. * Cost for 10 weeks will be US $1 733.00. 
* Cost for 12 weeks will be US $1 943.00. 
 

language needed
English (fluent) 

 
Skills needed/ experience
As a volunteer in Costa Rica you must:
* be at least 18 years of age, and not older than 60 years of age.
* know basic Spanish – this is essential because the park rangers do not speak English.
* have no health problems.
 

detailed location information 
Volunteer roles include beach patrolling, clearing the beach of obstacles, preparing nests, 
relocation of nests, handling eggs, helping to release baby turtles in season, counting and 
recording eggs, taking temperatures in nests, repairing protection around nests, and recording 
the number of turtles arriving. Volunteers will work night and day on a rota basis. This means 
that each person will work shifts of 4 hours and then rest, and will work 6 to 8 hours a day in 
total with one free day per week.

http://www.universalgiving.org/volunteer/volunteer_in_costa_rica/id3605.do
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2.1 VolUnteer holidaY optionS (cont.)

Work with Tibetan refugee resettlements in nepal 

dates:  Flexible dates available. Duration: 3 weeks 
Focus Areas:  Economic Development

Education

description 
Global Citizens Network needs help with our work with Tibetan refugee resettlements in the 
Pokhara Valley of Nepal. In Pokhara Valley, 45 minutes by plane from Kathmandu, are the four 
Tibetan refugee settlements of Tashi Palkheil, Jampaling, Tashi Ling and Paljorling. 
 
You will partner with settlers on a number of community projects such as a water drainage ditch, 
business development of a recycling centre, among others. Past volunteer groups have worked 
on roofing repair, building a public bathhouse and renovating an irrigation canal. Volunteers 
also have opportunities to learn about Tibetan history, culture, religion, art and teach in the 
settlement school. 
 

Cost details 
The program cost for the three-week trip to Nepal is $2,000. This covers on-site accommodations 
(lodging and meals), in-country travel, training materials, donation to the project, emergency 
medical and evacuation insurance, t-shirt and a portion of the team leader’s expenses. Airfare 
to Nepal, and costs relating to time-off activities, are additional and the responsibility of the 
individual volunteer. 

 
Skills needed/ experience
No specific skills are required, only a willingness to appreciate and accept other cultures. We 
believe everyone has skills–some yet to be discovered. Each volunteer contributes what s/he 
can. If any expertise is needed for a project, the local community will provide these skills. 

 
detailed location information 
Nepal, lying between China and India, is a small country but contains great altitude variation, 
from the lowland jungle of Terai to Mount Everest at 8,848 meters. The skyline is dominated by 
the 26,000-foot range of the Annapurna Mountains, but the Pokhara region is 2000 feet lower 
than Kathmandu.

http://www.universalgiving.org/volunteer/work_with_tibetan_refugee_rese/id1180.do
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2.1 VolUnteer holidaY optionS (cont.)

do voluntary work in Tanzania 

dates:  Flexible dates available. Duration: 1 to 3 months 
Focus Areas:  Arts

Children
Economic Development
Education
Human Rights
Poverty
Gender & Equality

description 
Volunteers will have the opportunity to work at various arts, music and dance projects, schools, 
centres for orphaned and vulnerable children, as well as a women’s centres/school. They may 
also choose to work doing computer training or small business help. Please note that all projects 
require volunteers who are self-starters and can conduct their daily activities with minimal 
supervision. Specific daily schedules and activities will be determined between volunteers and 
their team leader upon arrival. As none of the Tanzania projects are full-time, volunteers will 
take part in a flexible schedule, which includes some or all activities offered by the program:
* Arts
* Education and Schools
* Orphaned/vulnerable children
* Computer training
* Small business assistance

Cost details 
Global Volunteer Network – Application Fee: US $350.00. The application fee covers administration, 
marketing, program information, communication. Tanzania Program Fee: * Cost for 1 month will be 
US $820.00 * Cost for 6 weeks will be US $1,020.00 * Cost for 2 months will be US $1,220.00 * 
Cost for 10 weeks will be US $1,420.00 * Cost for 3 months will be US $1,620.00 

language needed
English (fluent)

Skills needed/ experience
* be 18 years or older
* have no major health problems

detailed location information 
The hours of work per day might vary depending on the projects, but volunteers should be 
prepared to work from 4 to 6 hours per day. Working days will be Monday to Friday.
Program Location
The program is located in Bagamoyo, Tanzania in Eastern Africa. Bagamoyo is on the coast, 
with a beautiful beach and opportunities for outdoor activities such as biking and hiking.

http://www.universalgiving.org/volunteer/volunteer_in_tanzania/id3590.do
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2.1 VolUnteer holidaY optionS (cont.)

help outreach about effects of landmines 

locations:  Chicago, United States  
Washington DC, United States 
Illinois, United States

dates:  Flexible dates available. Duration: 12 months 
Focus Areas:  Children 

Economic Development 
Environment 
Health 
Human Rights 
Conflict Resolution 
Gender & Equality

Description 
Landmines Blow!® needs help from volunteers to assist survivors and rebuild communities. 
It is our responsibility as members of civil society to fight for democracy and human rights, to 
insist that all human beings are treated with dignity and respect, to ensure the equal distribution 
of the earth’s resources and to promote a culture of peace.

Volunteers are needed to help us with a variety of tasks that can include handing out brochures, 
selling T-shirts and hats at festivals, attending rallies on school campuses, assisting at a variety 
of events, including our annual charity golf outing, and helping us raise awareness about the 
global landmine and water crises. All volunteers receive the “Landmines Blow!” T-shirt.

 
Cost details 
No cost. 
 

language needed
English (proficient) 

 
Skills needed/ experience
A good sense of humour and the desire to serve others are required. 
 

http://www.universalgiving.org/volunteer/help_outreach_about_effects_of/id3037.do
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2.1 role cardS

A
You want to go abroad on a volunteer 

vacation next summer to the place you have 
chosen. You think it will be an unforgettable 
experience: you can visit a foreign country 

for much less money then a ‘normal’ holiday 
would cost at the same place, you can do 
really interesting and challenging things, 
and you’re sure you will come back as a 
different person because you’ll learn so 

much out there through helping others. You 
want to convince your friend to go with you.

B
Your friend wants to go abroad on a 

volunteer vacation next summer. You 
think it’s not a very good idea: a holiday 
is about relaxing and having fun, and not 
about working! You believe it will still 

cost a lot of money and you think it is a bit 
dangerous because you don’t know what 

exactly is waiting for you. You have never 
heard about anybody who had a voluntary 
vacation so you are suspicious about the 

whole thing.

A
You want to go abroad on a volunteer 

vacation next summer to the place you have 
chosen. You think it will be an unforgettable 
experience: you can visit a foreign country 

for much less money then a ‘normal’ holiday 
would cost at the same place, you can do 
really interesting and challenging things, 
and you’re sure you will come back as a 
different person because you’ll learn so 

much out there through helping others. You 
want to convince your friend to go with you

B
Your friend wants to go abroad on a 

volunteer vacation next summer. You 
think it’s not a very good idea: a holiday 
is about relaxing and having fun, and not 
about working! You believe it will still 

cost a lot of money and you think it is a bit 
dangerous because you don’t know what 

exactly is waiting for you. You have never 
heard about anybody who had a voluntary 
vacation so you are suspicious about the 

whole thing.
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B A

B A
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A
You want to go abroad on a volunteer 
vacation next summer to the place you 

have chosen. You think it will be an 
unforgettable experience: you can visit 
a foreign country for much less money 

then a ‘normal’ holiday would cost at the 
same place, you can do really interesting 
and challenging things, and you’re sure 
you will come back as a different person 
because you’ll learn so much out there 

through helping others. You want to 
convince your friend to go with you

B
Your friend wants to go abroad on a 

volunteer vacation next summer. You 
think it’s not a very good idea: a holiday 
is about relaxing and having fun, and not 
about working! You believe it will still 

cost a lot of money and you think it is a bit 
dangerous because you don’t know what 

exactly is waiting for you. You have never 
heard about anybody who had a voluntary 
vacation so you are suspicious about the 

whole thing.

A
You want to go abroad on a volunteer 
vacation next summer to the place you 

have chosen. You think it will be an 
unforgettable experience: you can visit 
a foreign country for much less money 

then a ‘normal’ holiday would cost at the 
same place, you can do really interesting 
and challenging things, and you’re sure 
you will come back as a different person 
because you’ll learn so much out there 

through helping others. You want to 
convince your friend to go with you

B
Your friend wants to go abroad on a 

volunteer vacation next summer. You 
think it’s not a very good idea: a holiday 
is about relaxing and having fun, and not 
about working! You believe it will still 

cost a lot of money and you think it is a bit 
dangerous because you don’t know what 

exactly is waiting for you. You have never 
heard about anybody who had a voluntary 
vacation so you are suspicious about the 

whole thing.

2.1 role cardS (cont.)
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B A

B A



ACT!

2.2 textS

A. Wherever the Need http://www.wherevertheneed.org.uk/

Water is life.
In many cases, we are providing water for villages at a cost of 50 pence (85 US cents) per 
person, or less. We aim to be cost effective. At the cost of an icecream, you could get water to a 
family of four, who would die without your help due to lack of drinking water.

Adapted from http://www.wherevertheneed.org.uk/donate.html

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Serving Our World 
http://www.servingourworld.org/index.htm?gclid=COHZ84yQ0
YsCFQJHZwod3EDfCw

When it’s back to school time, all we have to worry about is: 
‘What store can I get the best deal?’ and the thrill of getting new 
stuff fills the air. Imagine never having this choice, imagine having 
to choose between one garbage heap or another. 

$10 buys a Back to School kit including: writing materials, note 
pads and a backpack.

http://www.servingourworld.org/care.php



ACT!

2.2 textS (cont.)

CAre http://www.care.org/index.asp

Join the World hunger Campaign today!

Every minute of every day, somewhere in the world, 21 children die of malnutrition and 
preventable diseases. Even when it doesn’t kill, chronic malnutrition can cause blindness, 
deformities and brain damage. That’s the shocking truth. But we don’t have to accept it. Your 
donation helps create lasting solutions to hunger and poverty!

Select giving Amount (In US Dollars):

$50
$100
$250
$500
$1,000

Can provide a nourishing meal to 178 hungry children
Can feed 10 hungry families for a week
Can supply 3 healthy meals to more than 80 hungry people
Can feed 1,785 hungry children
Can feed more than 3,500 hungry children

https://my.care.org/05/170420020000/?source=170760490000

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Conservation international http://www.conservation.org/xp/CiWeB/

Our mission is to conserve the Earth’s living heritage, our global biodiversity, and to demonstrate 
that human societies are able to live harmoniously with nature. One of the most cost-effective 
ways to support CI to save wild life is through our monthly contributor program. CI takes great 
care in the use of our funds. More than 85 percent of expenses go directly to conservation 
programs and only 4 percent to fundraising.

Design your gift as a monthly payment of: 
$10.00 

$15.00 

$25.00 

$50.00

https://secure2.convio.net/cintl/site/Donation2?1760.donation=form1&df_id=1760



ACT!

2.2 textS (cont.)

Charity village http://www.charityvillage.com/CV/main.asp

Do you have something you’d like to donate? We’ve compiled a list of organizations across 
Canada that accept goods as charitable donations. 

Here is a list of organizations across Canada that accept items for recycling. Name the 
organisation you want to send your donation 
Computer / electronic equipment donations

• Computers for Schools 
• Amnesty International – Canada 
• Canadian Diabetes Association

http://www.charityvillage.com/cv/charityvillage/donate.asp#computer

Be careful when you give your money. Check if you can trust the charity organisation that 
they’ll use the money for the purpose you have given the money for. You can follow this link: 
http://www.charitynavigator.org/index.cfm/bay/topten.detail/listid/18.htm



ACT!

2.2 WorkSheet

 Look at the charity advertisements, and then fill in the forms 
below with 

•	 the name of the organisation the donation is to and 
•	 a message that informs the receiver how to use the donation
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2.2 WorkSheet (cont.)
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2.2 WorkSheet (cont.)
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2.3 WorkSheet

 Read some people’s profiles below.  
What charity do you think they could donate money to?

Adam is a 17-year-old student in a secondary school. He and 15 of his classmates would like 
to make the world a better place, but they don’t know how to start. They agreed that they could 
all put aside 100 HUF every week from their pocket money throughout the school year if they 
found a charitable cause by the end of the year that they all like.
Suggested charities:

gill Bates is the CEO of a large software company who makes millions of dollars of profit 
every year. She feels that she should donate some of her money to charity but she doesn’t really 
know what to do. She doesn’t particularly like children and simply cannot stand sports. She 
enjoys travelling, though, especially to undiscovered places in exotic countries.
Suggested charities:

rebecca is an 11-year-old girl who is simply crazy about animals. They live in a house with a 
garden but her parents wouldn’t like to have a dog and her dad is unfortunately allergic to cats 
– so all Rebecca has at the moment are fishes, twelve different types in the fish tank in her room. 
Her pocket money is 2000 a month and her parents can usually be persuaded to help her out if 
there’s something she’s really keen on.
Suggested charities:

Mark is a university lecturer who does research on a topic that not many people in his country 
understand, so he doesn’t make too much money. He’d like to make a difference in this world: 
if not with his research, then some other way. His work forces him to sit all day so he tries to 
keep fit by doing a lot of exercise and he is an experienced marathon runner. 
Suggested charities:

Mary is a 21-year-old girl who is a shopaholic: the moment she gets her salary or some pocket 
money from her parents, she runs to her favourite clothes shop and spends it all. She has made 
up her mind a number of times to spend the money on something more useful, and above all on 
other people, not only herself – but so far her passion for new clothes has proved to be stronger 
than her charity.
Suggested charities:



ACT!

2.4 WorkSheet

  What is Fairtrade? Have you heard of this organisation?

 read what people who have received help from Fairtrade say 
about it to get an idea, and then visit the following websites and 
collect information. 

http://www.fairtrade.org.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fair_Trade
http://www.zpok.hu/vedegylet/doc/FT_kiadvany.pdf
http://www.fairvilag.org/index.php?module=xarpages&func=display&pid=46
http://www.vedegylet.hu/modules.php?name=Content&pa=showpage&pid=79

1

Ruth is a banana worker in Costa Rica. She is 56, married, with five children between the 
ages of 12 and 24, and she also has two grandchildren. She is responsible for selecting the 
best bananas to be sent to Europe. She is very happy to have this responsibility and she has 
noticed a number of changes in her work and life since Fairtrade arrived. “Before Fairtrade 
it was a lot dirtier here. Now it’s clean. We have been taught to separate our waste: we 
recycle plastics, and we use organic waste as compost for the bananas.” Workers’ health 
is also better protected than it used to be: “Before, we worked in short sleeves and skirts 
because it was cooler and more comfortable. We now wear long trousers and tops with 
sleeves, and also gloves to protect our skin from the chemicals. It feels good to know that 
someone cares about our health.”



ACT!

2.4 WorkSheet (cont.)

2 

Edgar is a coffee farmer from Costa Rica, who is married, with seven children, and is 57 
years old. The cooperative that he works for receives some money from Fairtrade. He says 
the guaranteed minimum price paid by Fairtrade helped him a lot as the market price of 
coffee kept going down. He has used some of the money to send his children to school: “All 
my life, all I have ever done is work, work, work – only work. I had no choice. I wanted 
my children to have an education so that they could choose what they want to do.” With 
Fairtrade assisting him, that has become possible.

3

Sivapackiam is a tea picker in Sri Lanka, who is married, with four children, and is 38 
years old. She is the women’s leader on the Fairtrade registered estate where she works, and 
she’s very happy to have this position. “Before we were very afraid to talk to the manager 
– especially we women. We always ran into the fields when a manager was coming.” Now 
she discusses issues such as training of the tea pickers with the management. She believes 
that workers need the opportunity for self-development, and an improved salary. “I think 
Fairtrade is making a difference here. For example, a year ago, we didn’t have any electricity 
in our houses. Then we got together and discussed how we could pay to install it. Some 
money came from the Fairtrade premium and we each took out a loan. With electricity, my 
children can study at night. In the morning I can iron their clothes and we can use a hot plate 
for cooking. I am happy that Fairtrade helps me support my family.”



ACT!

3.1 WorkSheet a

Fairtrade Quiz

 circle the right answer to these questions.

How many people in the world live on less than 1 dollar a day?
a) half of the world’s population
b) one fifth of the world’s population
c) one tenth of the world’s population

How much has the price of coffee dropped since the 90’s?
a) by 50 %
b) by 70%
c) by 90%

How much does the producer get from a cup of coffee that you buy for 300 HUF?
a) 9 HUF
b) 90 HUF
c) 180 HUF

What percentage of the coffee producers are members of a Fairtrade organization?
a) 3 %
b) 10%
c) 15%

Where is Fairtrade the most popular at the moment?
a) USA
b) Australia
c) Europe

How many Fairtrade shops were there in Western Europe in 2006?
a) more than 500
b) more than 1000
c) more than 2500

When did Hungary join the Fairtrade movement?
a) in 2001
b) in 2004
c) we haven’t joined yet

What are the dominant colours of the Fairtrade logo?
a) blue and green
b) blue and red
c) green and red



ACT!

3.1 WorkSheet a (cont.)

 check if what your partner says is right using the information 
below.

Coffee is produced in 50 countries, by 20 million people.
A coffee bean goes through 150 hands before it lands in your cappuccino.
Fairtrade gives producers and growers 150% more than what they would otherwise get.
There are more than 800 types of Fairtrade products all over the world.
Fairtrade makes up for 0.1 % of global trade.
Around 1,500,000 producers are involved in and helped by Fairtrade.
There was one Fairtrade shop in Hungary in 2006.
You can also buy Fairtrade products in bio shops. 
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3.1 WorkSheet B

Fairtrade Quiz

 circle the right answer to these questions.

Who produces coffee and where?
a) 20 million people in 50 countries
b) 50 million people in 20 countries
c) 20 million people in 20 countries

How many hands does a coffee bean go through before it ends up in your cappuccino?
a) 50
b) 100
c) 150

How much does Fairtrade give to producers and growers?
a) 50 % more than what they would otherwise get
b) 75% more than what they would otherwise get
c) 150 % more than what they would otherwise get

How many types of Fairtrade products are there?
a) more than 500
b) more than 800
c) more than 1000

How much of global trade is done through Fairtrade?
a) 0.1%
b) 1 %
c) 10 %

How many producers are involved in and helped by Fairtrade?
a) around 500,000
b) around 1,000,000
c) around 1,500,000

How many Fairtrade shops were there in Hungary in 2006?
a) none yet
b) one
c) five

In what other shops can you buy Fairtrade products apart from Fairtrade shops?
a) supermarkets
b) stalls on traditional markets
c) bio shops



ACT!

3.1 WorkSheet B (cont.)

 check if what your partner says is right using the information 
below.

One fifth of the world’s population live on less than 1 dollar a day.
The price of coffee has dropped 90% since the 90’s.
From a cup of coffee that you buy for 300 HUF, the producer only gets 9 HUF.
At the moment, only 3% of coffee producers are members of a Fairtrade organization.
Fairtrade is more popular in Europe than in the USA or in Australia.
There were more than 2500 Fairtrade shops in Western Europe in 2006.
Hungary joined the Fairtrade movement in 2004.
The dominant colours of the Fairtrade logo are blue and green.
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3.2 WorkSheet

Part i – 50 HUF a week… – one soft drink less every month

number of students in the class: ____________

how much you would have every week: __________

number of weeks in a school year: __________

how much you would have after a year: __________

Part ii – “There is more in you” – How could you further increase this amount? Collect some 
ideas. These pictures may help you to get started.

                                 
_________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

Part iii – What to spend the money on?

With your group, decide what cause you want to support with the money you are going to raise. 
Discuss it in two-three minutes, then write your final decision here:

_________________________________________________________________________ 

Why we think this is an important issue:
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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3.2 WorkSheet (cont.)

Part iv – Letting others know

OUR CHARITY – PROPOSAL (sample to help you)

members of the group: <write your names here>

cause that we sponsor: primary education for children in Indian villages

reasons for our choice:
1) school is very important and every child has a right to receive basic education
2) India is a developing country that will become very important for the whole world
3) prices are much lower in these regions so even a little money can help a lot

money raised by the class in a year: 30,000 HUF

additional money:
source: Saturday jobs, arts and crafts fair at the school, collecting scrap paper, involving others
amount: around 90,000

Action plan: what we want to do and how
- save 50 HUF/student/week for an academic year
- campaign for our cause in the school and in other schools
- contact the organization who runs the sponsoring programme
- choose the village we’d like to sponsor
- collect the money and send it to India
- ask for feedback about how our money is used
- publicise the results of our fundraising
- find a new cause to raise money for?

expected results:
As the yearly cost of sending an Indian child to primary school is about 19,000 HUF, our money 
will cover the expenses of as many as six children in an Indian village. With out money, these 
children will get the books and clothes they need to go to school, and their family will also 
receive financial support. We’d like to get in touch with the children themselves and start a 
correspondence once they have learned to write. 

how we would let others know about our project:
We would document everything we do and we would organize meetings and talks for a) all the 
people who have helped us raise the money and b) anyone who is interested. We would display 
the letters and pictures we receive from India. 

How we would benefit from this charity act:
We could be really proud of ourselves for helping some other children. We would learn a lot 
about India and life in an Indian village. We might grow to like the region so much that we go 
there on a volunteer vacation to help the local community. 



ACT!

3.2 teMplate

our ChAriTy – ProPoSAl 

Members of the group: 

Cause that we sponsor: 

reasons for our choice:
1) 
2) 
3) 

Money raised by the class in a year:

Additional money:

source:  

amount: 

Action plan: what we want to do and how

expected results:

how we would let others know about our project:

How we would benefit from this charity act:

– – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – 

– – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – – 
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3.2 Scoring Sheet

On this sheet you can evaluate the charity proposal of _______________________________ 
1 = poor, 2 = not very good, 3 = OK, 4 = excellent.

your names

We think the sponsored cause is a good cause.
The group gave good reasons for choosing this cause.
They have good ideas about where to get extra money from.
They decided to raise an appropriate amount of extra money.
Their action plan is logical.
Their action plan is convincing.
They did a good job about predicting the results.
They have great ideas on informing others of the project.
They clearly see how we would benefit from the project.

  1       2       3       4
  1       2       3       4
  1       2       3       4
  1       2       3       4
  1       2       3       4
  1       2       3       4
  1       2       3       4
  1       2       3       4  
  1       2       3       4  

final score

your names

We think the sponsored cause is a good cause.
The group gave good reasons for choosing this cause.
They have good ideas about where to get extra money from.
They decided to raise an appropriate amount of extra money.
Their action plan is logical.
Their action plan is convincing.
They did a good job about predicting the results.
They have great ideas on informing others of the project.
They clearly see how we would benefit from the project.

  1       2       3       4
  1       2       3       4
  1       2       3       4
  1       2       3       4
  1       2       3       4
  1       2       3       4
  1       2       3       4
  1       2       3       4  
  1       2       3       4  

final score

your names

We think the sponsored cause is a good cause.
The group gave good reasons for choosing this cause.
They have good ideas about where to get extra money from.
They decided to raise an appropriate amount of extra money.
Their action plan is logical.
Their action plan is convincing.
They did a good job about predicting the results.
They have great ideas on informing others of the project.
They clearly see how we would benefit from the project.

  1       2       3       4
  1       2       3       4
  1       2       3       4
  1       2       3       4
  1       2       3       4
  1       2       3       4
  1       2       3       4
  1       2       3       4  
  1       2       3       4  

final score
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3.4 SelF aSSeSSMent ForM

 think about the last three lessons and the mini-sagas you have 
read and written.  
Finish the sentences so that they are true about YoU.

1 In this project, I learnt… _______________________________________________
    _______________________________________________
    _______________________________________________

2 I still need to work on… _______________________________________________
    _______________________________________________
    _______________________________________________

3 I liked…  _____________________________________________________
   _____________________________________________________
   _____________________________________________________

4 I didn’t like… _____________________________________________________
   _____________________________________________________
   _____________________________________________________




